Cypress College’s Link ME to College assists recent high school graduates with their transition to community college life. The seven-week summer intensive program provides students with the opportunity to develop the skills necessary to succeed in community college. In addition, students make early connections with each other as they navigate through the first year of college together.

**Link M** provides incoming developmental Math students with a year-long plan of study in a Math-based cohort. The strength of Link M is that students develop a network of support in their cohort. In addition, the same Math instructor and the same Counseling instructor will teach the cohort as they progress through the academic year.

**Link E** provides incoming developmental English students with a year-long plan of study in an English-based cohort. The strength of Link E is that students develop a network of support in their cohort. In addition, the same English instructor and the same Counseling instructor will teach the cohort as they progress through the academic year.
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